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ABSTRACT
This study tested the effects of 4 visual context illusions when their inducing
elements were suppressed from the subjects’ conscious awareness. Using a
mirror stereoscope and a particular form of binocular rivalry called continuous
flash suppression, subjects made estimations of size, length, and brightness
with and without awareness of the presence of the illusory elements. When
participants were unaware of the image of the hallway for the Ponzo illusion,
or of the large and small surrounding circles in the Delboeuf illusion,
participants responded as if the illusion inducing elements were not there.
However, when participants were unaware of the two-toned contrasting
background in the contrast illusion, or of the graded background in the
simultaneous contrast illusion, participants’ responses changed. Altering the
awareness of the subject has different effects on different illusions and can
provide insight into the complex mechanisms that create illusory perceptual
experiences.
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Running Head: Testing the Unconscious Effect of Visual Context Illusions
1

Visual illusions confront us with a surprising fact about the nature of
perception: under certain circumstances, the subjective reality we experience is
different from the objective one. This occurs even if we possess a priori
knowledge of the illusion; knowing that the two lines in Figure 5 (Ponzo illusion)
are the same length does not change the illusory effect; the line on the right still
appears to be longer. Some researchers have taken contextual illusions, such as
this, as evidence of a highly modular and cognitively impenetrable visual
processing system; our knowledge of the veridical length of the lines does not
inform our perceptual experience. Such were the arguments of Ewald Hering
(Turner, 1993), who explained that the experience of visual illusions were the
result of low level, bottom-up mechanisms that transform sensory data into
subjective experiences.
To the contrary, Hermann Von Helmholtz held that visual illusions reveal
perception to be an inferential process, rather than a mechanistic one (Turner,
1993). Illusory experiences are the result of a “misjudgement of information”, and
sensory information necessarily involves the deployment of cognitive
mechanisms, informed by evolution and our own experiences to infer about and
make sense of the world around us (Adelson & Gazzaniga, 2000). The debate
continues and has given rise to numerous models that still uphold the original
inclinations of Hering and Helmholtz, as well as hybrid models that deploy the
basic principles of Hering’s and Helmholtz’s grand theories to different instances
that cannot be achieved by one or the other alone (Eagleman, 2001).
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But one aspect of visual perception that was not experimentally available
for examination to Hering and Helmholtz has been given considerable attention
more recently by psychologists, philosophers, and neuroscientists thanks to the
development of new experimental paradigms. While we do not possess any
privileged relationship with the specific mechanisms of our own visual processing
systems, we are aware that we see. We have an experience of the process, one
that we can describe, recount, and take ownership of. But what, if anything, does
the quality of awareness achieve? Are the illusory experiences afforded by visual
illusions dependent upon the fallibility of our subjective experiences—akin to a
sort of sleight of hand, whereby we can be tricked in predictable ways—or is the
subjective experience simply a byproduct of neural activity, and irrelevant to
illusory experiences? First, it’s important to define the two-fold nature of visual
perception as I will use it in this paper.
Defining Visual Perception
Human beings are highly dependent upon their visual abilities. Vision
extends beyond the capsules of our bodies and helps us to perceive distant
threats, opportunities, and aesthetic experiences; vision also helps us to plan and
deploy actions and behavior. Visual perception is made up of two key elements:
visual analysis and subjective experience (Tong, Nakayama, Vaughan, &
Kanwisher, 1998). The bulk of scientific research about visual perception, the
most studied subcategory of all the senses, has been devoted to visual analysis.
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Visual analysis would include both low-level feature analysis, like color, motion
and depth, as well as high-level structure and meaning. Subjective experience,
as it relates to vision, is the experience that affords a self report, like: “I saw the
apple”, or “I’m looking at an eclipse”. Subjective experience, as it pertains to
visual perception, is the quality of awareness. While both aspects of perception
often occur simultaneously, they are also dissociable. The well catalogued
phenomenon of blindsight shows patients afflicted with damage to their visual
cortex are able to respond to visual stimuli better than would be expected by
guessing without having any subjective visual awareness. Research on the
subjective experience of visual awareness in neurotypical patients has been
relatively sparse due to a lack of paradigms for such studies. Binocular rivalry
and continuous flash suppression have given researchers new methods for
exploring the subjective experience and dissociating it from visual analysis.
Binocular Rivalry and Continuous Flash Suppression
Binocular rivalry is the phenomenon that occurs when two different images
are presented to the two eyes simultaneously. Rather than seeing two images at
once, the viewer can only consciously experience one image at a time--often that
image is a combination of the two separate images. Stimulus
salience--determined primarily by motion and contrast--determines which eye’s
image is consciously perceived, but numerous studies have shown that the
neglected image does not fall on a blind eye. Not only is the unconscious image
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processed, but its contents can affect behavior and participant response. For
instance, Faivre, Berthet, and Koulder (2012) found that participants were able to
guess the emotion of a face that had been suppressed by binocular rivalry
significantly above chance in a binary forced choice task.
Continuous flash suppression (CFS) is a technique that uses a moving,
colorful display presented in one eye in order to dominate the field of subjective
awareness, allowing researchers to study the capabilities of the unconscious
visual processing that takes place via the other eye. I made use of this CFS
technique for the experiments reported here. Before going into more detail about
the specifics of CFS, I will briefly consider one of the current dominant theories of
visual processing and explain how my studies can provide insight into an
alternative explanation for findings using visual illusions that have contributed to
its formation.
The Two Visual Systems Hypothesis
The two visual systems hypothesis (TVSH) has provided a useful
explanation for a number of findings in vision research over the past 30 years.
Using focal lesioning techniques, Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) detailed a
number of surprising  visual impairments suffered by their monkey subjects. They
proposed a two stream model of the visual system. They described a “what”
ventral pathway and a “where” dorsal pathway. According to this theory, the what
pathway processes object identity information, while the where pathway
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processes object location and orientation information. Focal lesions along the
ventral pathway resulted in a dramatic reduction of performance in object
recognition tasks. Lesioning the dorsal pathway resulted in landmark reference
errors. After learning, for instance,  a salient location using an object landmark,
the experimenter would switch the treat location, but the monkeys were unable to
learn that the object was now a sign that the monkey should look in another
location.
The TVSH was given a major overhaul by Goodale and Milner (1992),
whose research supported the two stream idea of visual processing by the
ventral and dorsal pathways. However, they suggested a division based upon
“perception” vs. “action” was more suitable in light of new evidence. Human
patients suffering from localized damage to either the ventral or dorsal brain
regions showed peculiar, yet theoretically tenable, deficits. Patient DF, a woman
who had suffered ventral damage due to carbon monoxide poisoning, was
unable to distinguish between objects; she could not differentiate a square block
from a ball. However, when DF grabbed objects, she did so deftly, and her grip
scaling was no different than neurotypical subjects. Conversely, patients with
dorsal damage were able to distinguish between objects, but when asked to grab
them, they grasped at them as if they were in the dark. Milner and Goodale
argued that the distinction between the dorsal and ventral pathways is better
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explained by the division between a vision for perception and a vision for action
model.
Rather than splitting the processing load of visual information between
features and spatial arrangements, Milner and Goodale proposed that our visual
systems evolved for the specific purposes of action and planning. They argued
for the division of labor as (1) a division between a real-time vision for action
system, which is largely unconscious and makes egocentric judgments, and (2) a
planning based vision for perception system, which is conscious and allocentric
(viewer invariant).
Further supporting this theory, a pivotal study was published on allocentric
vs. action-based judgments of size in the context of  the Ebbinghaus illusion
(Aglioti, Desouza & Goodale, 1995). Using a 3D Ebbinghaus display, subjects
made perceptual judgements of size by choosing the larger of two circles
circumscribed by the illusion inducing elements. Their perceptual judgements
were used to find the effect size of the illusion— the point at which the circles
appeared equal to the subjects. The experimenters then asked the subjects to
reach out and grab the disk on the left if the disks appeared to be the same size,
or the disk on the right if they thought the disks were different sizes. The
experimenters varied trials by either presenting the subjects with disks of
different sizes that corresponded to the illusory effect in part one of the study– or,
presenting two disks of the same veridical size.
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The subjects’ thumbs and index fingers were outfitted with infrared
sensors to calculate the maximum grip aperture (MGA) when grabbing the disks.
Previous research showed that when reaching for an object, the fingers follow a
canonical pattern of expansion and contraction during a pincer grip. Because
MGA has been found to highly correlate with the size of the target, one would
expect to see the same 10% effect size of the illusion for grasping as well as
perceptual judgements of size. However, Aglioti et al. found a substantially
smaller effect of the illusion of MGA, compared to the typical 10% size variation
that affects verbal perceptual judgments.
Combined with Milner and Goodale’s work with brain injured patients, the
reformulated two streams hypothesis has been very influential to visual
processing theory. Though the TVSH is still the dominant theory to this day, new
evidence has brought the independence of the dorsal and ventral pathways into
question.
 Similar to the Aglioti et al. (1995) design, Vishton, Stephens, Nelson,
Morra, Brunick, and Stevens (2007) found a reduction in the magnitude of the
illusion for the MGA and for judgements made just prior to reaching. When
participants were informed that a reaching task would follow the perceptual
judgement task, the magnitude of the illusion was similarly reduced as the
grasping task described by Aglioti et al.. Vishton et al. suggested that the
approximately equal reduction in the illusion magnitude observed for both
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grasping and pre-grasp perceptual judgement is not well accounted for by the
TVSH. If the unconscious action system is responsible for the reduction of the
illusions effect, why do we see similar reductions during the planning phase of
preparing to reach? Perhaps action preparation causes a system-wide change in
the mode of visual processing, reducing the effects of the illusion for both MGA
and standard judgement measures (Vishton, Jones, & Stevens, 2015).
In an unpublished related study, Vishton (2015) found that merely
imagining reaching had a similar effect. Participants were asked to imagine
reaching towards the larger of two disks, and to then indicate verbally which disk
had been the target of the imagined reach. The magnitude of the effect for the
group that imagined reaching was significantly less than the effect for standard
verbal judgments and greater than the effect for action-based grip scaling
judgments. Merely imagining reaching seems to inspire a shift in the nature of the
visual size perception process.
If there are two mutually exclusive visual processing modes, how do we
account for 3 distinct magnitudes of effect? This peculiar finding is supported by
some evidence, as it has been shown that elaborate visualization of action, as in
the use of motor imagery, activates motor neurons (Decety, 1996). This seems
highly probable, but the very fact that the illusion magnitude was reduced,
indicates an interaction between ventral and dorsal processing. Does the
conscious intention of pretending to reach activate the unconscious vision for
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action stream, or is the mutually exclusive TVSH an oversimplification of a more
complex system in need of reformation?
The Role of Subjective Awareness in the Experience of Visual
Illusions: Introducing the Current Studies
In a fascinating study carried out in 2011, Harris, Schwartzkopf, Song,
Bahrami, Rees (2011) found that the effects of a particular illusion, the visual
contrast illusion (Figure 1), persisted even when subjects were not aware of the
illusion inducing background. In this case, having subjective awareness does not
matter in a forced choice task. This begs the question: what role, if any, does
visual awareness have in testing the effects of visual illusions? The current
studies had three goals: to replicate the Harris et al. study, to test a number of
different illusions beyond the visual contrast illusion, and to compare the illusions
to one another to illuminate potential mechanisms for how the illusions achieve
their effects.
Testing other visual illusions beyond the contrast illusion may provide
further insight into the mechanisms and workings of the visual system, as well as
to help explain other findings with regard to visual illusions that have been pivotal
in supporting the current TVSH model. Lastly, by comparing two sets of illusions
that share both commonalities and differences, I can compare and contrast the
role of the subjective experience across different subdivisions of illusory stimuli.
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I chose two brightness contrast illusions and two geometrical size illusions
for these studies. Brightness contrast illusions (hereafter contrast illusions)
manipulate our perception of light, creating discrepancies in lightness and
darkness through the use of context and contrast. Here, I chose to use the visual
contrast Illusion, the same one used in the Harris et al. experiment, as well as
another variation of a contrast illusion called the Simultaneous Contrast Illusion
(Figure 3).
The second set of illusions chosen were geometrical illusions. Geometrical
illusions distort our perception of size and length through the presentation of
particular arrangements and scenes of objects. Because of the great historical
importance of the Ebbinghaus illusion in the development of the TVSH, I wanted
to use it in the CFS paradigm. However, there are many constraints that affect
binocular rivalry, and the size and layout of the Ebbinghaus illusion made it
difficult to suppress the illusory elements. Instead, the two geometrical illusions
chosen were the Ponzo illusion (Figure 5) and the Delboeuf illusion (Figure 7).
My reasoning for these two distinct pairs has to do with lightness
constancy and size constancy, two purported explanations for how illusions
achieve their effects. Lightness perception and constancy has been correlated
with neuron activations in V1, and previous research has also found evidence
that perceived angular size can be predicted from activations early on in the
primary visual processing stream (Murray, Boyaci & Kersten, 2006). If these
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illusions rely on similar mechanisms, and contrast illusions persist without visual
awareness, we might expect similar effects with regard to geometric illusions.
Visual information processed early on in the visual system may not be affected
by visual awareness. However, if visual awareness is necessary to achieve the
effects of geometrical illusions, we can infer that top down manipulation of visual
information is necessary for the perceptual effects.
Though the current studies could incite many further questions about the
relationship between illusory effect sizes and visual awareness, this study sought
to explore the role of visual awareness within the current model of visual
processing.
This study asked subjects to make simple size, length, and contrast
judgements about a number of object pairs. In one eye, the subject experienced
the object pairs within the context of their illusion inducing elements. In the other
eye, the subject experienced the same object pair; however, these objects were
surrounded by a flurry of moving color, dichoptically masking the illusory
elements. Filtered through a mirror stereoscope, the combination of these stimuli
rendered the illusion inducing elements unconscious, allowing the subject to
process the illusion without conscious awareness.
My hypothesis is that the magnitude of the illusion for the dichoptically
masked stimulus will be reduced, similar to the illusion’s effect on subjects who
consciously think about reaching. My intent is to question whether the reduction
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of the illusion magnitude is due to a separate processing system that is largely
unconscious, or that reaching is a manipulation of subjective awareness, thus an
entire visual processing stream. My contention is that the intent to reach may
manipulate one’s subjective awareness toward the target destination, effectively
making the illusory elements suppressed. If so, manipulating the subjective
awareness without motor action or planning could lead to similar illusory
magnitudes. How does the manipulation of the subjective experience of
participants as to presence or absence of the illusion inducing elements affect
their perception of size, length, and brightness in a forced binary choice task.

OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS AND CONDITIONS
 I ran four experiments to test the effects of four different illusions on
conscious and unconscious visual processing. Each experiment consisted of 4
conditions. The first condition of each experiment was always the CFS condition.
Because I wanted to know how participants responded without any subjective
awareness of the illusion inducing elements, the CFS condition was always run
first, as subsequent conditions might reveal the purpose of the experiment. After
every CFS condition, participants were administered a survey that assessed their
awareness of the elements that were supposed to be suppressed (see included
survey, Appendix 1). In the split condition, participants viewed the stimuli
dichoptically without suppression. The targets and illusion inducing elements
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were presented separately to each eye (Figure 1). In the standard condition, both
eyes were presented with the targets and illusion inducing elements. Lastly, a no
illusion condition tested the target elements with the CFS stimulus, but did not
include the illusion inducing elements on the contralateral side. This was added
as a control to make sure that the CFS display itself had no effect on subjects’
responses.
Displays and Apparatus
My setup consisted of a mirror stereoscope mounted to a chin rest,
located approximately 63.5 cm from a 60 cm by 34 cm widescreen LCD display
with a pixel space of 1920 x 1080. The chinrest was fixed in line with the center
of the monitor and participants used an adjustable office chair in order to achieve
a comfortable position (Figure 2). A partition 68.58 cm by 55.58 cm was placed
between the angled mirrors of the stereoscope, bisecting subjects’ vision to
prevent ocular convergence. Experiments were conducted using low lighting and
were run on a Dell desktop computer.
Stimuli
All stimuli were presented and created using Microsoft powerpoint. The
CFS movie stimulus was downloaded from the internet and modified. The CFS
movie was played in a window 28.60 cm by 37.33 cm (Carmel, Arcaro, Kastner,
& Hasson, 2010).
ASSESSING THE UNCONSCIOUS EFFECT OF THE CONTRAST ILLUSION
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Participants
Seventy-nine College of William & Mary students completed the
experiment for course credit or as volunteers. All participants self-reported
normal to corrected-normal vision. Subjects were asked if they had been
diagnosed with epilepsy, as the flashing stimulus could have been detrimental to
their health. All participants completed a consent form approved by the William &
Mary Protection of Human Subjects Committee that detailed the basics of the
experimental procedure.
Stimuli
Each Contrast trial included two rectangles positioned vertically and
presented to the right eye. Only in the standard illusion condition were the
squares presented to the left eye as well. Each rectangle was 12.77 cm by 15.18
cm. The rectangles varied in grayscale rgb values from (60,60,60) to
(140,140,140): (62,62,62), (70,70,70), (75,75,75), (80,80,80), (85,85,85),
(90,90,90), (95,95,95), (100,100,100), (105,105,105), (110,110,110),
(115,115,115), (120,120,120), (125,125,125), (130,130,130), and (140,140,140).
For stimuli presented to the right eye in the CFS and no illusion conditions, the
rectangles were presented over a 51.33 cm by 34.70 cm flashing stimulus over a
white backdrop. In the CFS condition, the left eye was presented with a two-tone
rectangle measuring 51.33 cm by 34.70 cm. The upper half of the rectangle’s rgb
value was (50,50,50), while the bottom half was (200,200,200). In the split
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condition, the right eye was presented the same rectangles over a gray
(89,89,89) 51.33 cm by 34.70 cm border and the left eye was presented the
same two-tone border as the CFS condition. In the standard condition, both eyes
were presented the two rectangles inside the two-tone illusion inducing
background. Lastly, in the no illusion condition, the two target rectangles were
presented on top of the CFS stimuli, but the left eye was presented with just the
grey border (89,89,89).
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Figure 1. Conditions of the Contrast Experiment. Upper left: (CFS)
Participants’ left eyes are presented with the image of the two-toned (dark
gray and light gray) illusion inducing background. Participants’ right eyes
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are presented with the image of the two target boxes on top of the colorful
flashing stimulus. Participants are only aware of the image presented to
the right eye. Upper right: (Split) Participants’ left eyes are presented with
the image of the two-toned (dark gray and light gray) illusion inducing
background. Participants’ right eyes are presented with the image of the
two target boxes on top of a uniform gray background. Participants are
aware of a single, fused image. Lower Left: (Standard) Both eyes are
presented the exact same image of the two target squares over the
two-toned (dark gray and light gray) illusion inducing background.
Participants are aware of a single stable image of the contrast illusion.
Lower Right: (No Illusion) Participants’ left eyes are presented with an
image of a uniform, gray background. Participants’ right eyes are
presented with the image of the two target boxes on top of the colorful
flashing stimulus. Participants are only aware of the image presented to
the right eye.

Procedure
Participants were fitted to the apparatus via an adjustable office chair.
Once the participant felt comfortable in the chin rest, they were directed by the
initial powerpoint slide that they would be choosing the darker of two rectangles
presented vertically by responding either “top”, for the upper rectangle, or
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“bottom” for the lower rectangle. This initial instructions were presented to both
the left and right eye to allow participants to fuse the images in order to make
sure that the setup was correct. All participants started with the CFS condition to
ensure that they were not tipped off as to the design of the study. The target
rectangle stimuli were presented using a staircase procedure that started with the
darkest rectangle on top (60,60,60) and increased until participants either
reported that the rectangles were equally dark, or that the bottom rectangle was
darker than the top. The bottom rectangle remained fixed at (125,125,125).
When the participants’ answer switched from choosing the top rectangle to
choosing the bottom, the experimenter would note the slide, and begin the
procedure again, this time starting with the lightest colored rectangle on top and
incrementally darkening the rectangle until the participant chose the top rectangle
as darker than the comparison. After completing the CFS trials, participants were
asked a series of questions about what they had seen. The questions began
broadly, and became more and more specific. After the CFS condition,
participants followed the same procedure in the split, standard, and no illusion
conditions. After the completion of all the conditions, the experimenter would
reveal the purpose of the study and show participants that the initial trials were
presented with a mask. All participants were asked to refrain from talking about
the experiment to other potential participants in order to protect the purpose of
the study.
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Analysis
Estimates of the magnitudes of the illusory effects were made by
calculating the 50% criterion, the value in which subject was equally likely to
choose the rgb 125,125,125 comparison rectangle to the rectangle of varying
lightness. For each staircase, both ascending and descending, the experimenter
noted the lightness of the rectangle when subjects changed their response from
the left to the right, or the right to the left. These 2 rgb values were averaged to
obtain the perceived lightness effect of the illusion. This number was then
calculated as a percentage of the comparison rectangle’s brightness to obtain the
magnitude of the illusory effect. The magnitude of the illusory effects were
compared across conditions in a repeated measures ANOVA. All pairwise
comparisons were done as paired samples t-tests, controlling for alpha. Between
subjects variables such as Gender and handedness were not significant and are
not reported.
Results
For the standard presentation of the contrast illusion, there was a mean
32.69% magnitude of the illusory effect (SD = 12.16). When the illusory elements
were separated from the target squares, the magnitude of the illusion was
reduced to -.71% (SD = 9.04). Suppressing the illusory elements from
participants’ awareness (CFS) resulted in a 2.95% (SD = 8.12) magnitude of
effect. Finally, the magnitude of the effect when the illusion inducing elements
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were removed was -7.20% (SD = 6.30) (Figure 2). A repeated measures ANOVA
was conducted to compare the effect of suppression on a binary choice measure
of the contrast illusion, and plain background conditions. There was a significant
effect of suppression condition, F (3, 72) = 98.79, p < .001. Six paired samples
t-tests were used to make post hoc comparisons between particular conditions.
The standard illusion was significantly different than all other conditions. As
expected, there was a significant effect when comparing the standard illusion (M
= 32.69, SD = 12.16) to the no illusion condition (M = -7.20, SD = 6.30); t(24) =
14.64, p < .001. There was also a significant difference when comparing the
standard illusion (M = 32.69, SD = 12.16) and the split condition (M = -.71, SD =
9.04); t(77) = -18.59, p < .001. Lastly, a significant difference was found when
comparing the standard illusion (M = 32.69, SD = 12.16) and the CFS condition
(M = .2.95, SD = 8.12); t(77) = -17.95, p < .001.
Interestingly, the CFS condition was also significantly different from all
other conditions. The CFS condition (M = .2.95, SD = 8.12) was significantly
different from the split condition (M = -.71, SD = 9.04); t(77) = 2.81, p = .006.
Finally, the CFS condition (M = .2.95, SD = 8.12) was significantly different from
the no illusion condition (M = -7.20, SD = 6.30); t(24) = 8.93, p < .001.
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Figure 2. Graph of the mean magnitude of effect by condition for
the contrast illusion.
Table 1.
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Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION

Table 2.

Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION

Discussion
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Similar to the findings of Harris et al (2011), the Contrast Gradient Illusion
had a significant effect on participants’ perception of lightness even when their
subjective awareness was suppressed. Visual awareness of the inducing
elements was not necessary for enacting the contrast illusion. In fact, the CFS
condition yielded significant differences when comparing it to the split, standard,
and no illusion conditions. In line with my hypothesis, the magnitude of the
contrast gradient illusion effect varied with participants’ awareness. Brightness
perception depends upon local average intensity, and awareness of the
contrasting context is not necessary for the context to influence brightness
perception.
It should be noted that in the no illusion condition a negative brightness
judgment bias was found. The nature of the procedure seems to have created
this negative baseline effect--perhaps due to slightly darker color shades in the
bottom portion of the CFS mask. Regardless, I have interpreted the effects of the
illusion inducing stimuli relative to this baseline.
ASSESSING THE UNCONSCIOUS EFFECT OF THE SIMULTANEOUS
CONTRAST ILLUSION
Participants
Fifty-four College of William & Mary students completed the experiment for
course credit or as volunteers. Eleven participants were excluded due to their
awareness of the masked stimuli. All participants self-reported normal to
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corrected-normal vision. Subjects were asked if they had been diagnosed with
epilepsy, as the flashing stimulus could have been detrimental to their health. All
participants completed a consent form approved by the William & Mary
Protection of Human Subjects Committee that detailed the basics of the
experimental procedure.
Stimuli
The contrast gradient display contained two horizontal bars (21.86 cm X
5.86 cm). These were presented in front of a grayscale gradient background,
which varied from black at the top (RGB values of 0, 0, 0) to white at the bottom
(RGB values of 255, 255, 255). The background was 51.33 cm by 34.70 cm. The
RGB values varied approximately linearly between 0 and 255 across this vertical
extent, e.g., the RGB values at the midpoint of the image were 127, 127, and
127.
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Figure 3. Conditions of the Simultaneous Contrast Experiment.
Upper left: (CFS) Participants’ left eyes are presented with the
image of the graded (black to white) illusion inducing background.
Participants’ right eyes are presented with the image of the two
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target rectangles on top of the colorful flashing stimulus.
Participants are only aware of the image presented to the right eye.
Upper right: (Split) Participants’ left eyes are presented with the
image of the graded (black to white) illusion inducing background.
Participants’ right eyes are presented with the image of the two
target rectangles on top of a uniform gray background. Participants
are aware of a single, fused image. Lower Left: (Standard) Both
eyes are presented the exact same image of the two target
rectangles over the image of the graded (black to white) illusion
inducing background. Participants are aware of a single, stable
image of the simultaneous contrast illusion. Lower Right: (No
Illusion) Participants’ left eyes are presented with an image of a
uniform, gray background. Participants’ right eyes are presented
with the image of the two target rectangles on top of the colorful
flashing stimulus. Participants are only aware of the image
presented to the right eye.

Procedure
All procedures and materials were identical to those used in the prior
experiment except as noted here. Once the participant felt comfortable in the
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chin rest, participants were directed by the initial powerpoint slide that they would
be choosing the darker of two rectangles presented vertically by responding
either “top”, for the upper rectangle, or “bottom” for the lower rectangle. This
initial instructions were presented to both the left and right eye to allow
participants to fuse the images in order to make sure that the setup was correct.
All participants started with the CFS condition to ensure that they were not tipped
off as to the design of the study. The target rectangle stimuli were presented
using a staircase procedure that started with the darkest rectangle on top
(60,60,60) and increased until participants either reported that the rectangles
were equally dark, or that the bottom rectangle was darker than the top. The
bottom rectangle remained fixed at (125,125,125). When the participants’ answer
switched from choosing the top rectangle to choosing the bottom, the
experimenter would note the slide, and begin the procedure again, this time
starting with the lightest colored rectangle on top and incrementally darkening the
rectangle until the participant chose the top rectangle as darker than the
comparison. After completing the CFS trials, participants were asked a series of
questions about what they had seen. The questions began broadly, and became
more and more specific. After the CFS condition, participants followed the same
procedure in the split, standard, and no illusion conditions. After the completion
of all the conditions, the experimenter would reveal the purpose of the study and
show participants that the initial trials were presented with a mask. All
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participants were asked to refrain from talking about the experiment to other
potential participants in order to protect the purpose of the study.
Analysis
Estimates of the magnitudes of the illusory effects were made by
calculating the 50% criterion, the value in which subject was equally likely to
choose the rgb 125,125,125 comparison rectangle to the rectangle of varying
lightness. For each staircase, both ascending and descending, the experimenter
noted the lightness of the rectangle when subjects changed their response from
the left to the right, or the right to the left. These 2 rgb values were averaged to
obtain the perceived lightness effect of the illusion. This number was then
calculated as a percentage of the comparison rectangle’s brightness to obtain the
magnitude of the illusory effect. The magnitude of the illusory effects were
compared across conditions in a repeated measures ANOVA. All pairwise
comparisons were done as paired samples T-tests, controlling for alpha.
Between subjects variables such as Gender and handedness were not significant
and are not reported.
Results
For the standard presentation of the Simultaneous Contrast illusion, there
was a 37.68% magnitude of the illusory effect (SD = 9.86). When the illusory
elements were separated from the target rectangles, the magnitude of the illusion
was reduced to -3.66% (SD = 9.71). Suppressing from participants’ awareness
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(CFS) of the illusory elements resulted in a -4.81% ( SD = 11.34) magnitude of
effect. Finally, the magnitude of the effect when the illusion inducing elements
were removed was -.40% (SD = 5.53).  A repeated measures ANOVA was
conducted to compare the effect of suppression on a binary choice measure in
contrast, and plain background conditions. There was a significant effect of
suppression, F (3, 72) = 147.19, p < .01. Six paired samples t-tests were used to
make post hoc comparisons between conditions.  As expected, there was a
significant effect when comparing the standard illusion (M = 37.68, SD = 9.86) to
the no illusion condition (M = -.40, SD = 5.53); t(24) = 13.50, p < .001. There was
also a significant difference when comparing the standard illusion (M = 37.68, SD
= 9.86) and the split condition (M = -3.66, SD = 9.71); t(53) = -24.85, p < .001. A
significant difference was found when comparing the standard illusion (M =
37.68, SD = 9.86) and the CFS condition (M = -4.81, SD = 11.34); t(53) = -19.27,
p < .001. Lastly, there was a significant difference between the CFS condition (M
= -4.81, SD = 11.34) and the no illusion condition (M = -.40, SD = 5.53); t(24) =
-7.73, p < .001.
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Figure 4. Graph of the mean magnitude of effect by condition
for the contrast illusion.

Table 3.
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Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION

Table 4.

Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION
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Discussion
Similar to the contrast gradient illusion, the simultaneous contrast illusion
varied along different degrees of visual awareness. However, the CFS condition
was significantly different from the standard, split, and no illusion conditions.
Participants did not need to be visually aware of the illusion inducing elements in
order to create changes in their perceptual judgements. Interestingly, the split (M
= -3.66, SD = 9.71) and CFS conditions (M = -4.81, SD = 11.34) showed
negative effects. Something about the setup, or the lack of conscious awareness
reversed the effect of the illusion. One explanation for why the split condition
showed negative effects is that the average intensity of the fused backgrounds—
the graded contrast and the uniform gray background— created a reversal of
contrast during fusion. The uniform gray background fused with the upper black
region of the illusory context had an overall effect of lightening the upper portion
of the display. The uniform gray background fused with the light gray/white
bottom portion of the illusory context had an overall effect of darkening the lower
portion of the display. While this seems tenable, this explanation does not explain
the negative effect of the CFS condition. For a more detailed discussion of the
potential mechanisms of the simultaneous contrast illusion, see the general
discussion.
ASSESSING THE UNCONSCIOUS EFFECT OF THE PONZO ILLUSION
Participants
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Seventy College of William & Mary students were included in the
experiment. Twenty-five students were included in the No Illusion control
condition. All participants self-reported normal to corrected-normal vision.
Subjects were asked if they had been diagnosed with epilepsy, as the flashing
stimulus could have been detrimental to their health. All participants completed a
consent form approved by the William & Mary Protection of Human Subjects
Committee that detailed the basics of the experimental procedure.
Stimuli
Each Ponzo trial included two vertical bars positioned side by side and
presented to the right eye. Only in the standard illusion condition were the bars
presented to the left eye as well. The bars varied in length from 7.44 cm to 14.88
cm (7.44, 8.20, 8.90, 9.67, 10.43, 11.19, 11.89, 12.66, 13.42, 14.12, and 14.88
cm).  All stimuli for both the left and right eyes were presented inside a gray
border measuring 51.33 cm by 34.70 cm over a white backdrop. In the CFS
condition, the left eye was presented with a grayscale image of a hallway,
measuring 26.31 cm by 34.69 cm. The right eye was presented with the vertical
bars on top of the CFS stimulus. In the split condition, the bars were presented to
the right eye over the grey border, while the image of the hallway was presented
to the left eye. In the standard condition, both eyes were presented the two bars
over the image of the hallway. Lastly, in the no illusion condition, the two bars
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were presented on top of the CFS stimuli, but the left eye was presented with just
the grey border.
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Figure 5. Conditions of the Ponzo experiment: Upper left: (CFS)
Participants’ left eyes are presented with the image of the hallway.
Participants’ right eyes are presented with the image of the two target
rectangles on top of the colorful flashing stimulus. Participants are only
aware of the image presented to the right eye. Upper right: (Split)
Participants’ left eyes are presented with the image of the hallway.
Participants’ right eyes are presented with the image of the two target
rectangles on top of a uniform gray background. Participants are aware of
a single, fused image. Lower Left: (Standard) Both eyes are presented
the exact same image of the two target rectangles over the image of the
hallway. Participants are aware of a single, stable image of the Ponzo
illusion. Lower Right: (No Illusion) Participants’ left eyes are presented
with an image of a uniform, gray background. Participants’ right eyes are
presented with the image of the two target rectangles on top of the colorful
flashing stimulus. Participants are only aware of the image presented to
the right eye.

Procedure
Participants adjusted the height of the chair and were allowed time to
become comfortable in the experimental setting. The initial powerpoint slide
indicated that they would be choosing the the taller of two bars by telling the
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experimenter “left”, for the bar on the left, and “right”, for the bar on the right. This
initial slide was presented to both the left and right eyes to allow participants to
fuse the image and in order to make sure that the setup was correct.
The bar stimuli were presented using a staircase procedure that started
with the smallest bar on the left (7.44 cm) and increased until participants either
reported that the bars were of the same length, or that the comparison bar, which
was always 8.90 cm and on the right, was taller. When the participants’ answer
switched from choosing the left bar to choosing the right bar, the experimenter
would note the slide, and begin the procedure again, this time starting with the
longest bar and incrementally reducing the size of the comparison bar.
After completing the CFS trials, participants were asked a series of
questions about what they had seen. The questions began broadly, and became
increasingly specific. After the CFS condition, participants followed the same
procedure in the split, standard, and no illusion conditions. After the completion
of all the conditions, the experimenter would reveal the purpose of the study and
show participants that the initial trials were presented with a mask. All
participants were asked to refrain from talking about the experiment to other
potential participants in order to protect the purpose of the study.
Analysis
For each participant in each condition, I calculated the point of subjective
equality--the comparison target size that most closely matched the size of the
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standard 8.9 cm target.  For each staircase, both ascending and descending, the
experimenter noted the size of the bar when participants changed their response
from the left to the right, or the right to the left. These 2 sizes were averaged to
obtain the perceived length effect of the illusion. This number was then
calculated as a percentage of the comparison bar’s length to obtain the
magnitude of the illusory effect. The magnitude of the illusory effects were
compared across conditions using repeated measures ANOVA. I used paired
samples t-tests to perform pairwise comparisons between groups, using the
Bonferroni procedure to control multiple test alpha. No significant effects of
gender or handedness were found, and so data were collapsed across these
conditions for the analyses reported here.
Results
For the standard presentation of the Ponzo illusion, there was a 7.47%
magnitude of effect (SD = 5.39). When the illusory elements were separated from
the target bars, the magnitude of the illusion was still positive, but the magnitude
was reduced to %2.27 (SD = 3.48). When the illusory elements were suppressed
from participants’ awareness, the magnitude of the illusion was reduced to .98% (
SD = 4.33). Finally, the magnitude of the effect when the illusion inducing
elements were removed was 1.56% ( SD = 3.43). A repeated measures ANOVA
was conducted to compare the effect of suppression on a binary choice measure
in Ponzo and plain background conditions. Thus, subjects made binary choices
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as to which line was longer when the illusory elements were either suppressed,
unsuppressed, split, or absent. There was a significant effect of suppression, F
(3, 69) = 11.34, p < .01. Six paired samples t-tests were used to make post hoc
comparisons between conditions. As expected, there was a significant effect
when comparing the standard illusion (M = 7.47, SD = 5.39) to the no illusion
condition (M = 1.56, SD = 3.43); t(23) = 5.29, p < .001. There was also a
significant difference when comparing the standard illusion (M = 7.47, SD = 5.39)
and the split condition (M = 2.27, SD = 3.48); t(67) = -8.49, p < .001. Lastly, the
standard illusion condition (M = 7.47, SD = 5.39) was significantly different from
the CFS condition (M = .98, SD = 4.33); t(67) = -8.40, p < .01. (Table 2)
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Figure 6. Graph of the mean magnitude of effect by condition for
the Ponzo illusion.

Table 5.
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Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION

 Table 6.

Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION
Discussion
There was no effect of the Ponzo illusion when participants were made
unaware of the inducing elements via CFS. A general conclusion of this result
could be that visual awareness is necessary to activate the illusory experience.
However, one condition remains problematic for this simple explanation. The split
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condition was not significantly different from the CFS condition, nor was it
significantly different from the no illusion condition. This is a surprising finding.
Knowing this a priori to the experiment, I would not have expected the CFS
condition to have any effect of the illusion, as the stimulus requires the
presentation of different images to each eye respectively. Alternative
explanations will be explored further in the general discussion.
ASSESSING THE UNCONSCIOUS EFFECT OF THE DELBOEUF
ILLUSION
Participants
Sixteen College of William & Mary students completed the experiment for
course credit or as volunteers. All participants self-reported normal to
corrected-normal vision.  Subjects were asked if they had been diagnosed with
epilepsy, as the flashing stimulus could have been detrimental to their health. All
participants completed a consent form approved by the William & Mary
Protection of Human Subjects Committee that detailed the basics of the
experimental procedure.
Stimuli
Each Delboeuf trial included two circles positioned vertically and
presented to the right eye. Only in the standard illusion condition were the circles
presented to the left eye as well. The circles varied in diameter from 6.86 cm to
12.19 cm (6.86, 7.15, 7.44, 7.73, 8.03, 8.32, 8.61, 8.91, 9.20, 9.49, 9.84 m, 10.14
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10.43, 10.72, 11.02, 11.31, 11.60, 11.89, and 12.19 cm).  All stimuli for both the
left and right eyes were presented inside a grey border measuring 51.33 cm by
34.70 cm over a white backdrop. In the CFS condition, the left eye was
presented with 2 large circles, measuring 29.89 cm and 12.19 cm in diameter,
and the right eye displayed the varying circles over the CFS stimulus. In the split
condition, the circles were presented to the right eye over the gray border, while
the image of the of the two large circles was presented to the left eye. In the
standard condition, both eyes were presented the two target circles inside the
two larger circles. Lastly, in the no illusion condition, the two target circles were
presented on top of the CFS stimuli, but the left eye was presented with just the
grey border.
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Figure 7. Conditions of the Delboeuf Experiment: Upper left: (CFS)
Participants’ left eyes are presented with the image of the large outlined
circle over the small outlined circle. Participants’ right eyes are presented
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with the image of the two target circles on top of the colorful flashing
stimulus. Participants are only aware of the image presented to the right
eye. Upper right: (Split) Participants’ left eyes are presented with the
image of the large outlined circle over the small outlined circle.
Participants’ right eyes are presented with the image of the two target
circles on top of a uniform gray background. Participants are aware of a
single, fused image. Lower Left: (Standard) Both eyes are presented the
exact same image of the two target circles circumscribed by the large and
small outlined circles. Participants are aware of a single, stable image of
the Delboeuf  illusion. Lower Right: (No Illusion) Participants’ left eyes are
presented with an image of a uniform, gray background. Participants’ right
eyes are presented with the image of the two target circles on top of the
colorful flashing stimulus. Participants are only aware of the image
presented to the right eye.

Procedure
Participants were fitted to the apparatus via an adjustable office chair.
Once the participant felt comfortable in the chin rest, they were directed by the
initial powerpoint slide that they would be choosing the the larger of two circles
presented vertically by responding either “top”, for the upper circle, or “bottom”
for the lower circle. This initial instructions were presented to both the left and
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right eye to allow participants to fuse the images in order to make sure that the
setup was correct. All participants started with the CFS condition to ensure that
they were not tipped off as to the design of the study. The target circle stimuli
were presented using a staircase procedure that started with the smallest circle
on top (6.86 cm) and increased until participants either reported that the circles
were of the same size, or that the top circle was larger than the comparison
circle, which was always 8.32 cm. When the participants’ answer switched from
choosing the bottom comparison circle to choosing the varying top circle, the
experimenter would note the slide, and begin the procedure again, this time
starting with the largest top circle and incrementally working down until the
participant chose the comparison circle as larger. After completing the CFS trials,
participants were asked a series of questions about what they had seen. The
questions began broadly, and became more and more specific. After the CFS
condition, participants followed the same procedure in the split, standard, and no
illusion conditions. After the completion of all the conditions, the experimenter
would reveal the purpose of the study and show participants that the initial trials
were presented with a mask. All participants were asked to refrain from talking
about the experiment to other potential participants in order to protect the
purpose of the study.
Analysis
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Estimates of the magnitudes of the illusory effects were made by
calculating the 50% criterion, the value in which subject was equally likely to
choose the 8.32 cm comparison disk to the disk of varying length. For each
staircase, both ascending and descending, the experimenter noted the size of
the disk when subjects changed their response from the left to the right, or the
right to the left. These 2 sizes were averaged to obtain the perceived size effect
of the illusion. This number was then calculated as a percentage of the
comparison disk’s size to obtain the magnitude of the illusory effect. The
magnitude of the illusory effects were compared across conditions in a repeated
measures ANOVA. All pairwise comparisons were done as paired samples
T-tests, controlling for alpha. Between subjects variables such as gender and
handedness were not significant and are not reported.
Results
For the standard presentation of the Delboeuf illusion, there was a 1.98%
magnitude of effect (SD = 3.73). When the illusory elements were separated from
the target disks, the magnitude of the illusion was measured at -.62% (SD =
2.93). When the illusory elements were suppressed from participants’
awareness, the magnitude of the illusion was reduced to less than .00% (SD =
2.52). Finally, the magnitude of the effect when the illusion inducing elements
were removed was -2.22% (SD = 1.36). A repeated measures ANOVA was
conducted to compare the effect of suppression on a binary choice measure in
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the Delboeuf, and plain background conditions. Thus, subjects made binary
choices as to which circle was larger (the comparative .6 cm circle or the circle
changing in increments of .02 cm’s) when the illusory elements were either
suppressed, unsuppressed, split, or absent. There was a significant effect of
suppression, F (3, 15) = 6.97,  p < .01. Six paired samples t-tests were used to
make post hoc comparisons between conditions. As expected, there was a
significant effect when comparing the standard illusion (M = 1.98, SD = 3.73) to
the no illusion condition (M = -2.22, SD = 1.36); t(5) = 4.29, p = .008. There was
also a significant difference when comparing the standard illusion (M = 1.98, SD
= 3.73) and the split condition (M = -.62, SD = 2.93); t(42) = -3.56, p = .001.
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Figure 8. Graph of the mean magnitude of effect by condition for
the Delboeuf illusion.

Table. 7

Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION
Table 8.

Note: ILL_CFS = CFS, ILL_SPLIT = SPLIT, ILL_STD = STANDARD, AND
ILL_NI = NO ILLUSION
Discussion
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There was no effect of the Delboeuf illusion when participants were made
unaware of the inducing elements via CFS. A general conclusion of this result
could be that visual awareness is necessary to activate the illusory experience.
However, one condition remains problematic for this simple explanation. The split
condition was not significantly different from the CFS condition, nor was it
significantly different from the no illusion condition. Knowing this a priori to the
experiment, I would not have expected the CFS condition to have any effect of
the illusion, as the stimulus requires the presentation of different images to each
eye respectively. The only significant conditions were those compared to the
standard illusion. However, it must be noted that the standard illusions effect was
only 1.98%. Alternative explanations will be explored further in the general
discussion.
General Discussion
The current study sought to test the effect of visual awareness on a
number of illusions by dichoptically suppressing the illusory elements from
participants’ awareness. I chose the four illusions for their similarities as well as
their differences, and a clear distinction— albeit, a puzzling one— emerged.
When participants were consciously unaware of the image of the hallway for the
Ponzo illusion, or of the large and small surrounding circles in the Delboeuf
illusion, participants responded as if the illusion inducing elements were not
there. There was no significant difference in the perceived size or length of the
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target stimuli than when the illusion inducing elements were not included. When
participants were unaware of the of the two-toned contrasting background in the
contrast illusion, or of the graded background in the simultaneous contrast
illusion, participants’ responses changed. Participants still responded to the
contrast illusion as if they were aware of the two-toned background, though to a
lesser degree. However, when the graded background of the simultaneous
contrast illusion was suppressed from participants awareness, they responded as
if the illusory background was inverted. Both the CFS and split conditions of the
simultaneous contrast experiment resulted in a negative illusory effect when
compared to the standard illusion condition. My simplified conclusion regarding
the Ponzo and Delboeuf illusions is that subjects must be aware of the illusion
inducing elements in order to be effective, while contrast illusions persist without
the awareness of the inducing elements in very different ways.
Like the previous study by Harris et al., the contrast illusion’s effect
persisted without the participants’ awareness of the illusion inducing elements.
However, contrary to my hypothesis, the effect of separating the inducing
elements from the the target squares resulted in a bigger reduction in magnitude
of effect than when the participants were unaware of the inducing backgrounds.
This may have something to do with with the presentation of the squares over a
uniform gray background. Binocular fusion requires as many similar elements
presented to both eyes as possible, and so the grey background was necessary
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to aid in this. However, perhaps the averaging of the uniformly grey background
along with the inducing two-colorway background resulted in an image with much
less contrast. Because retinal responses are dependent upon local average
lightness intensity, perhaps the fusion of the two backgrounds eliminated the
contrast necessary to enact the illusion. In the CFS condition, because the
rivalrous flashing image is dominating the visual awareness, the unattended
inducing elements remain intact as they cannot be fused, and the illusion causes
a perceptual effect, albeit reduced.
On the other hand, the simultaneous contrast illusion showed a reversal of
the illusion in both the split and CFS conditions. This was a totally unexpected
finding, as the standard illusion condition showed the typical magnitude of effect.
Though the contrast illusion showed a baseline effect that was negative, all other
conditions showed effects in the typical direction from the baseline. However, the
simultaneous contrast illusion has a baseline effect of essentially 0, and negative
effects in both the split and CFS conditions. Altering the the awareness of the
subject does not decrease the illusory effect, it reverses it. I cannot conclude
anything as to why this was the case except that conscious awareness, or brain
regions that accompany conscious awareness, have different roles in different
contrast illusions.
One conclusion for this finding is that contrast illusions and geometric
illusions rely on different mechanisms to achieve their effects. Participants’
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judgements of lightness are influenced by illusion inducing contexts that they are
unaware of, while their judgements of size and length are not. There is evidence
that geometrical illusions are similar to one another when comparing behaviorally
measured illusion magnitudes, while contrast illusions are not. Contrast illusions
effects are significantly larger than geometric illusions effects when the illusory
magnitudes are scaled and compared (Axelrod, Schwartzkopf, Gilaie-Dotan &
Rees, 2016). Comparing the mean magnitudes of effect in the current study, the
standard contrast illusions were much larger. While those mechanisms
themselves were not within the purview of the current studies, we can surmise
that: either, subjective awareness accompanies the mechanisms that enact
geometric illusions, and the current experimental paradigm either bypasses these
mechanisms at the level of visual processing or renders them significantly
weaker, or that subjective awareness is itself a functional mechanism that is both
required and prone to geometrical illusions, and is also responsible for the typical
effects of the simultaneous contrast illusion.
One line of reasoning for the awareness accompanies the mechanisms
that enact geometric illusions comes from fMRI studies. Axelrod et al. (2016)
found that geometric illusions correlate with local grey matter in the
parahippocampal region while contrast illusions do not. Subjects with increased
behaviorally measured magnitudes of geometrical illusions effects also had
increased grey matter in the parahippocampal region, a region often attributed to
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visuospatial integration and scene construction (Maguire, Woollett & Spiers,
2006). However, no such correlation for contrast illusions was found.
Furthermore, previous studies have shown a tight coupling between the
parahippocampal region and visual awareness by studying changes in
extrastriate activity when a masked stimulus during binocular rivalry reaches the
visual awareness of subjects (Tong et al., 1998). If the parahippocampal region is
responsible for the effects of geometric illusions and activation of the region is
also coupled with visual awareness, binocular rivalry keeps the suppressed
stimuli from being processed at the extrastriate level or significantly dampens the
neural activity, while the dominant stimulus reaches the extrastriate level of
processing and reaches the awareness of the participant. Until recently, it was
though that scene integration was processed without conscious awareness
based on the findings of Mudrik, Breska, Lamy, Deouell (2011), who found that
participants were able to detect semantically incongruent scenes when they were
suppressed using CFS. However, Moors, Boelens, Jaana, Wagemans, and
Johan (2016) were not able to replicate this finding with a larger sample size.
Similarly, in a study yet to be published, Faivre, Dubois, Schwartz, and Mudrik
(2017) found no differences between congruent and incongruent object-scene
pairs when measuring activity at the PHC when the stimuli were suppressed,
suggesting that the masked stimuli were almost undetectable by fMRI due to
suppression. This view is a passive view of conscious awareness, where
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conscious awareness is simply an epiphenomenon of neural processing rather
than a functional mechanism in and of itself. Consciousness is the experience of
an integrative process of disparate brain regions, and just as extrastriate activity
and grey matter can predict the magnitude of geometric illusory responses, so to
can it predict that those experiences will be available to the participants
awareness. But, perhaps subjective awareness itself is a functional mechanism,
a tool developed over years of evolutionary mutation and has served the species
ability to survive?
Attention Schema Theory (AST), proposed by Webb and Graziano (2015),
asserts that conscious awareness is an internal model of attention itself. Similar
to body schema theory, awareness is a simplified representation of the complex
process of attention; it is a model that links a visual stimulus to a self through the
process of attention. Rather than viewing this experience of awareness as an
epiphenomenon, Webb and Graziano explain that simplified models are useful
for increased flexibility and control of complex systems (Webb & Graziano,
2015). What must be clear is that AST is not equating subjective awareness to
attention. Rather, the simplified model awareness  aids in controlling and flexibly
deploying attention. We can use the current experimental paradigm to get an
understanding of AST and why it might be a useful way to think about the current
studies.
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 Binocular rivalry is an attentional phenomenon. Certain stimulus
characteristics-- such as movement, brightness, and contrast-- enact bottom-up
attentional processes that strengthen those sensations over sensations
competing from the other eye. The dynamics of this attentional shift happen
without the awareness of the participant. The fact that participants’ awareness is
of the flashing squares and and not of the illusion inducing elements is of no
choice. Visual attention is in a conflicted state as a result of the visual stimuli and
attentional dynamics, and by viewing awareness as a simplified model for
attentional flexibility and control, the awareness of only the flashing pattern with
the target stimuli allows participants to carry out the task— it allows them to
examine and decide which target is longer, bigger, or brighter. One important
reason to entertain such a theory is that task demands shape how we attend to
stimuli. Participants counting passes of a ball made by confederates do not see
the gorilla in the room (Simons & Chabris, 1999). If conscious awareness is a
simplified model of attention that allows for flexibility and control, then the ability
to modify awareness to meet a multitude of task demands or goals would be its
greatest contribution. As previously stated, the TVSH split the distribution of
visual processing between independent vision for action and vision for perception
streams, and allocated the role of awareness to the vision for perception stream.
However, the findings from Vishton et al. (2007) show that awareness of a
reaching task to come reduced the effect of the illusion. While Milner and
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Goodale associated awareness with ventral processing, they did not posit it a
role in the system itself. One explanation for the Vishton et al. (2007) finding is
that conscious awareness of a reach to come causes a redistribution of attention
to meet the task, and the illusory effect is reduced. This explanation would not
necessitate an overhaul of the TVSH, rather, it would explain how the two
streams might interact through the use of an attentional schema.
Alternative Explanations
What was more interesting, and perhaps telling as to why there was no
effect of the geometric illusions when awareness was suppressed, was that when
the targets and inducing elements were separated between the eyes, there was
also no effect of the illusion. If the geometric illusions did not have an effect when
subjects needed to enact binocular fusion, we can understand the null results
when comparing the effects when the illusory elements were suppressed. There
are multiple alternative explanations for this, which in turn, could explain the null
effect of geometric illusions when awareness was suppressed. As mentioned
earlier, geometrical illusions have a weaker magnitude of effect when compared
to contrast illusions (Axelrod et al., 2016). Furthermore, previous research has
shown that masked stimuli render a reduced luminance contrast (Blake, Tadin,
Sobel, Raissian, & Chong, 2006). There is evidence that visual illusions do not
work under conditions where the illusions are isoluminant (Hamberger, Hansen
and Gegenfurtner 2007). Perhaps the visual degradation of the masked stimulus
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persisted in the case of the contrast illusions due to their larger magnitudes,
while the geometrical illusions could not overcome this degradation. Another
explanation has to do with the importance of spacing in geometric illusions.
Geometric illusions are dependent upon the proper spacing of their elements.
One consequence of the current paradigm-- where separate images, a mirror
stereoscope, and a partition separate the eyes-- is diplopia. In such a case, the
images may be perceived as slightly offset from each other, thus interfering with
the necessary spacing to geometrical illusions’ effects.  Lastly, it must be stated
that the reversal of the illusory effect when the illusion inducing elements of the
simultaneous contrast illusion were both suppressed and dichoptically fused is a
complete mystery. I cannot find any explanation for why I would have found such
an effect. What should be concluded is that the neat classification of “contrast
illusions” that I used in designing this experiment feels loose. The contrast
illusion and simultaneous contrast illusion do not work in the exact same way.
When the awareness of the participant is manipulated by binocular rivalry, their
perceptual responses become vastly different, depending on which contrast
illusion is being judged.
Conclusions
 The current study tested the effects of conscious awareness across a
number of illusions and conditions and the results do not fit neatly into a single
explanation or theory. As far as I am aware, this is the first study that tested
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illusions where the illusory elements needed to be dichoptically fused, and while I
hypothesized that there would still be a significant effect of the illusion, this was
largely incorrect. The hodgepodge of results and the direction of effects indicates
that awareness is an important factor in how visual illusions work, one that has
been mostly overlooked due to a lack of paradigms and perhaps a general
unease in dealing with such a vague construct. While the overarching goal of the
current studies was to assess awareness as a factor that has largely been made
a heuristic by the TVSH, there is no tidy way to explain the results. Visual
illusions are complex, idiosyncratic, and multidimensional; understanding
illusions as such should make researchers wary about broad visual processing
theories that rely on findings from a single example.
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